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Synthetic biology (SB) is an innovative and emerging field, representing a confluence of science and engineering. It aims
to (re)-design biological parts, devices and systems while applying engineering principles for useful applications. Valuable
insight gained on the functions of biological systems will further improve the design capacity. The advance of SB is
expected to provide solutions to address some of the urgent issues in healthcare, particularly to combat infections caused
by multidrug resistant bacteria. Using SB approaches can help to gain new insight into the resistant mechanisms to
antibiotics, discover new mechanisms to develop antibiotics, and develop new infectious control strategies. Here, some of
these applications of SB in developing novel approaches to combat antibiotic resistant bacteria will be reviewed.
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1. Introduction
Synthetic biology (SB) is an innovative and emerging field, representing a confluence of science and engineering. It
aims to (re)-design biological parts, devices and systems while applying engineering principles for useful applications.
Research activities of SB are currently performed in several sub-fields: the research on DNA synthesis (or synthetic
genomics), DNA-based biological circuits, the minimal genome (or minimal cell), protocells and xenobiology. DNA
synthesis provides the technical basis of SB. The advances in the field make it possible to chemically synthesize longer
DNA molecules in a cheaper price. The synthesis DNA has moved from the size of viruses [1] to the de novo synthesis
of a whole bacterial genome Mycoplasma mycoides in over 1 million base pairs (bp) [2]. DNA-based biological circuits
are aimed to build advanced genetic constructs in metabolic engineering to redesign meaningfully metabolic pathways,
or fine-tuned genetic circuits and systems. The so-called standard biological parts (biobricks) have been developed to
create a toolbox of well-characterized, prefabricated, standardized, and modularized genetic compounds (such as
sequences of DNA) to be used as basic elements to build larger “devices” with defined functions. A couple of circuits
have been built, e.g., tunable genetic oscillators [3, 4]. Minimal genome research aims to define a minimal set of
essential genes to sustain life [5-7]. It will help to create a cellular platform, or chassis, to understand the origin of life
and as a chassis for engineered biological circuits [8, 9]. Research on protocells, or synthetic cells, is a different
approach to construct minimal versions of life assembled from chemical components [10, 11]. Aiming to develop
orthogonal biological systems, research on xenobiology tries to create biological systems entirely different from the
natural forms of life both in metabolism and on the genetic information level [12]. Due to the infancy of this research
topic, most of the research is focused on the elementary chemical components [12-18].
Antibiotics developed by screening antibacterial compounds from microorganisms have contributed greatly to
improve human health. Yet the increasing prevalence of antibiotic resistant bacteria poses a great threat to primary
antibacterial therapy [19]. The emergence and spread of multidrug-resistant bacteria poses a great burden for human
health: increased mortality, morbidity, and expenditure [20]. To combat these antibiotic resistant bacteria, a better
understanding of the biological physiology of these strains is needed. SB helps to improve our understanding of the
essential functions of the bacterial genome through research on the minimal genome. Novel antibiotics can be designed
based on these essential cellular functions. It has been known that antibiotic resistance can be raised by selection of
spontaneous mutations and by horizontal gene transfer. The basis of how bacteria develop responses and defenses
against antibiotics can be studied by the genetic circuits. The SB derived platforms can be used to identify the actions of
antibiotics and discover plausible resistance mechanisms. Using SB inspired metabolic engineering, antibiotic
production can be optimized and scaled up to meet demand. Persistent resistant cells within the bacterial community
play a key role in the conferring of antibiotic resistance. SB approaches could build experimental models to dissect the
complex interactions of the bacterial community. Fine-tuned genetic circuits will help to improve the productivity of the
industrial strains for antibiotic production. Using synthetic genome approaches may help to develop novel vaccines and
treatments to combat antibiotic resistant bacteria.

2. Insights about antibiotic killing and resistance mechanisms
It is known that some of the antibiotic resistances to a defined antibiotic are due to the presence of intrinsic resistance
genes [21]. To define systematically the genes conferring resistance to a targeted antibiotic, a genomic library of
bacterial strains can be constructed, and enriched in a selective medium containing a lethal concentration of the targeted
antibiotic. A SB approach to identify these genes was reported in the study of resistance to triclosan in E. coli [22].
There were 47 out of 62 genes relevant to cell growth in the presence of triclosan (identified by a DNA microarray) that
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were confirmed to enhance resistance to triclosan. These resistance genes were involved in inner or outer membrane
synthesis, cell wall synthesis, transcriptional activation, sugar phosphotransferase system (PTS), various transporter
systems, cell division, and ATPase and reductase/dehydrogenase reactions. The study on triclosan resistance in E. coli
indicates that undefined novel mechanisms for the development of resistance to a targeted antibiotic can be also
investigated using similar an approach. Some of the antibiotic resistant infections are due to pathogens that produce a
small portion of persister cells, which can cause recurrence of the infection once the antibiotic pressure is released [23].
Understanding the mechanism of persister cells can provide important insights to fight infections. A SB inspired system
was developed to study the persister cells in E. coli by investigating the control circuit responsible for generation of a
persister subpopulation. A genetic regulation model was built to study the phenotypic heterogeneity [24]. Such models
may be applied to study the persister cells of other microbial populations, and may provide opportunities to discover
novel antibiotic compounds targeting the persister cells. The study of antibiotic resistance in a biofilm represents a
challenge due to the complex composition and construction of the microbial ecosystem. But recent progress by SB in
studying the artificial ecosystem may provide insights about the function of ecosystems [25]. By using two quorumsensing signal transduction circuits, a synthetic ecosystem was constructed where various population dynamics were
formed by changing environmental factors. It showed that different antibiotic levels and initial cell densities could result
in correlated population dynamics such as extinction, obligatory mutualism, facultative mutualism and commensalism.
Such a synthetic ecosystem, combined with settings mimicking the naturally occurring situations, such as dental plaque
or biofilm on implants, may act as a chassis for construction of more complex microbial ecosystems.
Most of the antibiotics that have been developed aim to inhibit a defined bacterial cellular function, ranging from
DNA replication and repair, protein synthesis, to cell wall synthesis. The bacterial responses to antibiotics and the
causes of antibiotic resistance are not well understood. It is believed that the multiple-layer effects of many genetic and
biochemical pathways may be involved [26]. To study the bacterial responses to an antibiotic, an engineered circuit was
used to study effects on the DNA damage system (SOS response) in E. coli by bactericidal antibiotics. The results
suggested a common killing mechanism induced by antibiotics is the formation of harmful hydroxyl radicals resulting
from metabolism-related NADH depletion, leaching of iron from iron sulfur clusters, and stimulation of the Fenton
reaction. Besides using designed genetic circuits to study antibiotic killing and resistance mechanisms, protocells may
serve as a useful platform to investigate the complex physiological changes of bacteria in response to antibiotics.
Constructing a protocell containing a cellular pathway of interest may help to dissect the molecular changes that occur
in the presence of the antibiotics, such as the protocell applications proposed for toxicological studies [27]. The new
insights obtained from these studies will be used to design new drugs and infection control strategies, which will be
discussed in the following sections.

3. Novel antibiotics and their production
To address the challenges raised by the increase in antibiotic-resistant bacteria, there is an urgent need to understand the
genetic composition of these microbes. The growing microbial sequence database provides excellent starting materials
to be investigated. However, there is no efficient approach to explore these data and produce lists of essential genes for
future compound screening. The research on minimal genome may provide such an approach. Currently, the research on
minimal genomes focuses on identifying the essential genes that are indispensable to sustain the cellular functions for a
living cell. Determination of the universal minimal set of essential genes, particularly those of the antibiotic resistant
bacteria, will contribute to our understanding of plausible modes of pathogenesis. These essential genes can serve as
targets to develop novel antibiotics. Several bacterial minimal genomes have been studied, for example, those of E. coli
[28], Pseudomonas putida [29], and some species of mycoplasma [30-33]. Generally speaking, the essential genes of
bacteria are estimated to be approximately 300 genes, ranging from 150 to 500 [7, 34, 35], and most of them are the
genes encoding cellular functions. Two main approaches are currently applied for the studies on minimal genomes
using SB [5-7]. One is by the top-down approach to further minimize the existing genome by removing all non-essential
genes. And the other is by bottom-up approach to create a minimal cell by synthesizing the genome designed in silico
containing all of its essential genes.
Use of genetic circuits has provided new insights into natural gene-network dynamics and they have served as new
screening platforms, leading to the identification of new drug candidates. It is known that the compounds that prevent
Mycobacterium tuberculosis EthR from binding to a specific operator (OethR) could enhance drug killing. A synthetic
mammalian gene circuit was constructed to study the EthR–OethR interaction in human cells by providing a
quantitative reporter gene expression readout [36]. This platform was then challenged by the compounds of a chemical
library, and a novel drug candidate, 2-phenylethyl-butyrate (an inhibitor of EthR) was identified. The design of this
platform can be applied to screen other antibiotic compounds that cannot be screened by current methods. Aided by SB
approaches to target cellular responses, new insights could be gained about the effects of antibiotic drugs on those
cellular processes. This would have important implications for the development of novel treatments with known
antibiotics. The study on SOS response induction in E. coli by bactericidal antibiotics suggested that they could be
combined with small molecules to block activation of the DNA damage response (e.g., RecA inhibitors), and this would
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result in novel antibiotics [37]. Thus, novel antibiotic agents can be screened in combination with the drugs of interest
to enhance the cellular killing to develop new antibacterial therapies [38-40].
As the use of SB approaches to combat antibiotic resistant bacteria attracts more interest, more research has been
focused on the construction of biological systems for antibiotic production. SB approaches will enable complex design
of microorganisms to maximize their productivity. In many cases, the production of antibiotics involves the cooperation
of multiple genetic circuits. Multiple protein complexes and the metabolic network for antibiotic production frequently
relies on the efficient over-expression of all metabolites and enzymes in the same cell [41]. A plug-and-play strategy
was proposed to insert the re-engineered versions of secondary metabolite biosynthetic pathways first into the screening
hosts and then into the production hosts (Medema et al., 2011). Several research projects have been focused on
streptomyces species, well-known sources of antibiotics, in an effort to improve their antibiotic productivities [42, 43].
The physiological and genetic characterization of an orphan histidine kinase (OhkA) in Streptomyces coelicolor and its
homolog in Streptomyces avermitilis were identified, showing that the ohkA mutant of S. coelicolor could overproduce
multiple antibiotics, such as actinorhodin and calcium-dependent antibiotic, due to increased production of precursor
malonyl coenzyme A (Lu et al., 2011). Methods to modify metabolic pathways to convert fast growth and thermophilic
strains into production strains were also developed to address the slow growth of the industrial strains, which often took
a long time to grow in a large scale and consumed more energy and materials than some other bacterial industrial strains
(such as E. coli) [44]. These findings will make possible future genetic designs of better antibiotic producing strains of
S. coelicolor and S. avermitilis. Furthermore, a 22-kb mmy-mmf gene cluster within a 356-kb linear plasmid SCP1 of S.
coelicolor A3 was discovered to encode the genetic elements necessary for the production of the antibiotic
methylenomycin (Mm). A putative operon mmfLHP was believed to direct the biosynthesis of an A-factor-like
signaling molecule to regulate the Mm biosynthesis [45]. Five new possible signaling compounds produced by the
mmfLHP genes were identified as 2-alkyl-4-hydroxymethylfuran-3-carboxylic acids. Further experiments are needed to
study the roles of these molecules as new class of antibiotic biosynthesis inducers to produce novel antibiotics in
Streptomyces species.
The advance of SB offers possible methods to screen novel antibacterial compounds from natural products [46, 47].
Natural products, particularly those from the Chinese traditional medicine, have been the key components in some
antibacterial remedies. Due to the complexity of these natural products, SB approaches that combine multiple design,
assembly and integration of biosynthetic pathway involved are particularly useful, and a couple of strategies were
applied for the medicinal natural products [48]. The current SB approaches have been focused on the methods to screen
novel compounds, building biosynthetic element modules database, rational biosynthesis pathway design, and
upgrading to large-scale production with further optimization (Lu et al, 2011). A method was developed for affinity
screening and analysis of bioactive components that interacted with cells [49]. This method was based on threedimensional cell bioreactor coupled with high performance liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry to screen novel
anti-tumor components from herbal medicines by affinity chromatography. The compounds that could interact with
fixed cancer cells in the bioreactor were subjected to HPLC fingerprinting chromatography. Selected compounds from
herbal medicine extract were compared with known compounds to evaluate their binding properties. The method was
used to screen bioactive components from Polygonum cillinerve (Nakai) Ohwi (PCO) extract. Such approaches can be
applied to screen antibiotic compounds from the traditional Chinese medicinal remedies against bacterial infections.
These remedies have been proved to be efficient in curing infections in empirical practice over thousands of years. The
safety profile of the remedies has been built, unintentionally, on the large scale of practice. What is needed is to identify
the potent components in these mixed remedies. An efficient screen method, combined with rational design for
mimicking the underlying biosynthesis pathways, is critical to gain new insight about Chinese traditional medicine, and
to develop better antibiotics from traditional ones. Optimization of production is demonstrated by the production of
Paclitaxel, a mitotic inhibitor used in cancer chemotherapy, discovered by screening compounds extracted from Taxus
brevifolia. Traditionally, Paclitaxel is extracted from the plant, which is costly and scarce. It is an attractive natural
product to be developed in plant cell culture using SB approaches. Yet, loss of secondary metabolite production is a
common obstacle in a large-scale plant cell culture. A study has been conducted on cell morphology, biosynthetic
ability, and genetic and epigenetic variations in the culture of Taxus media cv Hicksii cells over a 5-year period. The
study revealed that the gradual loss of Paclitaxel yield, and a decreased level of Paclitaxel biosynthesis key genes
transcription in long-term culture might be related to a higher level of DNA methylation. Overcoming the gradual loss
of Paclitaxel biosynthesis capacity in cell culture may improve productivity further [50]. The approach can be applied to
optimize the production of other natural antibiotic compounds.
Peptide-based antibiotics are small molecules produced by the host organisms that provide frontline defense against a
large spectrum of invading microbes [51]. Compared to classical antibiotics, peptide-based antibiotics can kill target
bacteria by destroying their membranes, as well as by other mechanisms, ranging from inhibiting cell wall synthesis,
binding to DNA, inhibiting DNA, RNA and protein synthesis, inhibiting enzymatic activity, and activating autolysin
[52]. The toxic nature of this group of antibiotics to the host cells, as well as the post-translational modification during
their biosynthesis, make them difficult to produce in large scale in common bacteria-based industrial production strains
[53]. In recent years, these types of antibiotics have become attractive to SB research for their potential therapeutic
applications. One example is our current project, SYNMOD (Synthetic biology to obtain novel antibiotics and
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optimized production systems funded by Austria Science Fund) [54]. SB approaches are applied to design and produce
novel lantibiotics. First, modules are designed for the biosynthesis of a group of post-translationally modified peptide
antibiotics, the lantibiotics. Then, a context-insensitive post-translational machinery will be built by exploiting
modification enzymes and enabling a fine-tuning of the composition of the modification pathway. The engineered
pathway will then be implemented in a novel production chassis of reduced complexity, for example in Staphylococcus
carnosus, and the resulting strain will be used to produce a variety of novel lantibiotics.

4. Novel approaches to combat antibiotic resistant bacteria
A number of SB strategies have been proposed, other than antibiotics, aiming to treat infections caused by antibiotic
resistant bacteria. Bacteriophages have been of research interest to combat bacterial infections for decades, although
with limited successes and clinical practices [55]. The development of SB makes it possible to synthesize the phage
entirely, and adds more freedom to incorporate the circuits of interest into the engineered phage. It helps to turn the
phages into attractive agents to develop antibacterial treatments. Some progress has been achieved in using engineered
bacteriophages to treat bacterial infections [56]. Lytic bacteriophages (T7 phage) were constructed to express dispersin
B that could degrade the extracellular polymeric substances of bacterial biofilm [57]. Engineered bacteriophages could
act as antibiotic adjuvants to enhance the efficacy of existing antibiotics, for example, phages to target the SOS
networks (over-expressing SoxR or LexA3), phages to target the non-SOS networks and multiple factors (CrsA to
represses biofilm formation and antibiotic tolerance and/or OmpF to enhance antibiotic penetration) for ofloxacin
treatment [58]. Lacking effective approaches to deliver drugs into target microbes reduces the efficacy of the
antibiotics. To tackle these issues, phages were engineered to deliver the antibacterial agents into the target cells. A
nonlytic phage was engineered to deliver lethal agents Gef and ChpBK to the offending bacterium E. coli [59]. Besides
their use as therapeutic treatments, engineered phages might serve as nosocomial infectious control strategies. A proof
of principle using bacteriophages to deliver genetic constructs into bacteria was demonstrated in a system to restore
antibiotic efficiency by reversing pathogen resistance. Temperate phages were engineered to introduce the expression of
RpsL and GyrA to confer sensitivities to two antibiotics, streptomycin and nalidixic acid, respectively [60]. It is
believed that these engineered phages, as alternative infectious control agents, would gradually change the composition
of nosocomial microbial population toward being antibiotic susceptible rather than resistant.
Another novel approach to combat antibiotic resistant bacteria is by engineering microbes to sense and destroy a
targeted pathogen [61]. An engineered E. coli was constructed and equipped with a synthetic genetic system comprising
the quorum sensing, killing, and lysing devices. This engineered E. coli could detect and destroy pathogenic P.
aeruginosa through the production and release of pyocin. Since the production of pyocin occurs only after sensing the
targeted pathogen in this approach, it would serve as an infection control strategy to prevent the growth of pathogenic
species in microflora. This suggested that non-pathogenic bacteria with a specific sense-and- destroy genetic system
may provide a novel antimicrobial strategy to combat pathogens, particularly those with antibiotic resistance. To
enhance the safety profile of engineered organisms, similar sense-and-destroy genetic systems can be incorporated into
the genome of a chassis cell that is designed based on minimal cells or protocells. Eventually, this type of sense-anddestroy system could be executed via an implantable device to deploy the anti-infectious agent automatically once a
target pathogen is present.
The use of SB approaches will have great impacts on the design of vaccines against infectious disease [62].
Conventional vaccines are developed mainly by the live-attenuated approach, by inactivating microorganisms by
chemical or physical approaches, or by producing subunit formulas composed of purified components or recombinant
proteins. It is believed that vaccines can be a promising strategy to mitigate health care problems raised by the
exponential growth of antibiotic resistant bacteria, by directly reducing the use of antibiotics, and/or indirectly through
the establishment of herd immunity to halt the levels of transmission of pathogenic bacteria to the susceptible
individuals [63]. Although conventional vaccines have contributed significantly to combating bacterial infections, novel
vaccines are needed for those suboptimal formulas and for those caused by antibiotic resistant strains. The contributions
of SB to vaccine development depend mainly on a better understanding of the genetic underpinning of pathogens, in
silico designed immunogens with improved immunogenicity and breadth, and de novo synthesized live-attenuated
vaccines [64]. For example, a flu vaccine was developed by the SB inspired approach, using DNA, the “software of
life”. A process was developed to make influenza vaccines in less time, and yet with improved yield by employing
synthetically-derived virus stock seeds [65, 66]. Currently, most the SB vaccine research is focused on the virus; while
less has been done for bacteria. Applying SB approaches to develop vaccines to antibiotic resistant pathogens will be a
future research topic to be explored (e.g., vaccines to methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, multidrug resistant
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Clostridium difficile and Shiga toxin-producing E. coli).
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5. Concluding remarks
SB can have a significant impact on antibiotics development and the potential to generate novel anti-infection strategies.
The prerequisites for these developments are based on continuous technological advances from the field. Progress in
synthesizing and sequencing DNA, fine-tuned genetic circuits, and sophisticated platforms derived by protocell
research, will enhance our understanding of cellular systems of the bacteria as well as those of the hosts. Based on the
knowledge of the cellular systems, biologically active compounds can be screened for their potential to kill bacteria and
to discover novel antibiotics. The improved capacity of SB to design complex cellular systems will help enhance
antibiotic production further. Besides antibiotic-based treatment, inspiring by SB, new ideals will be developed for
infectious control strategies. The complete de novo synthesis of genome has become technically and economically
feasible. The bacteriophage-based anti-infection strategies have already shown their potential. Engineered
nonpathogenic bacterial cells, with a sense-and-kill biological system, would provide an attractive method for infection
control and treatment. SB concepts can also be applied to develop novel vaccines, although not much has been done for
vaccines against bacterial pathogens. It is highly expected that the advance of SB will lead to potential applications to
improve human health. Being able to develop novel approaches to combat antibiotic resistant bacteria is the one that
most likely to be achieved in the coming years.
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